*within both Weimar and Hitlers rise to Power units

16 nazis died and Hitler escaped

Hitler broke into a meeting being held by three leaders

Hitler wanted to overthrow the Government and wanted himself in power

Hitler held a gun at the head of one of the leaders, forcing them to tell an audience they were to help in his plan.

Hitler and Ludendorff were arrested

November 1923

2000 Nazis marched towards the Centre of Munich
Hyperinflation

the money became worthless - life savings were worthless

middle classes blamed Weimar

family’s died and starved

Hitler attempted the Munich Putsch

prices rose faster than peoples salaries

workers were paid twice a day

the government printed more money

bread cost 201,000,000,000 marks

caused by the occupation of the Ruhr

Standards of living fell

1923

Pensioners were severely affected